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Abstract being modified.  In addition, these decisions interact with
the lexical properties of adjectives, the syntax of the clauseWe address the problem of generating adjectives in a text
and other factors like collocations.  In this paper we there-generation system.  We distinguish between usages of ad-
fore address the following two questions: What should bejectives informing the hearer of a property of an object and
the input to a generator capable of producing argumen-usages expressing an intention of the speaker, or an ar-
tative usages of adjectives? And how should the generatorgumentative orientation.  For such argumentative usages,
combine the many interacting factors constraining thewe claim that a generator cannot simply map from infor-
selection of an adjective?mation in the knowledge base to adjectives.  Instead, we

After reviewing previous work related to these ques-identify various knowledge sources necessary to decide
tions, we present the linguistic data upon which we basewhether to use an adjective, what adjective should be
our approach and the conclusions we draw from itsselected and what syntactic function it should have. We
analysis. We then present and justify the input we requireshow how these decisions interact with lexical properties of
to properly select adjectives and discuss how adjectiveadjectives and the syntax of the clause.  We propose a
selection is constrained by the lexical properties of adjec-mechanism for adjective selection and illustrate it in the
tives and interacts with other surface decisions. The papercontext of the explanation component of the ADVISOR expert
illustrates the key features of our implementation of adjec-system. We describe an implementation of adjective selec-
tive selection in the context of the ADVISOR explanationtion using a version of Functional Unification Grammars.
component.

Introduction Previous Work
Traditionally, an adjective is defined as ‘‘serving as a

In previous work in generation, adjectives have beenmodifier of a noun to denote a quality of the thing named,
studied as a tool for producing descriptions of objects. It isto indicate its quantity or extent, or to specify a thing as
important to distinguish usages of descriptive noun-phrasesdistinct from something else’’ (Webster, 1963). Analysis
to either refer to objects or to attribute a property to objectsof human conversations however shows that adjectives of-
(Donnellan, 1966, Kronfeld, 1981, Searle, 1979).  In aten loosely relate to actual properties of the objects being
referential usage, a noun-phrase is used when the speakermodified but are used to express a speaker’s intention or
wants the hearer to identify some object. In this case,argumentative orientation.  The work we present here is
adjectives are used to contrast the target object from otherdeveloped in the context of the explanation component of
potential referents.  The proper adjectives are chosen basedthe ADVISOR expert system (McKeown et al, 1985,
on their discriminatory power.  For example, in a back-McKeown, 1988), a question answering system advising
ground containing blocks of different forms and colors, theuniversity students which courses to select.  In this context,
generator will pick a combination of form and color thatwhen an academic advisor tells a student that a course is
can be used to uniquely identify the referent and differen-very hard, he often does not refer to a property of the
tiate it from all other blocks in the background.  Differentcourse, but rather expresses his evaluation of the course.
mechanisms for such a selection are presented in (Dale,This creates problems for text generation.  The first
1988, pp.249-262) for the EPICURE system, (Appelt,problem we face is that the information needed to choose
1985) for the KAMP system and in (Reiter, 1990).whether to use an adjective playing an argumentative role

In attributive usages, the goal of the speaker is to informcannot be found directly in a knowledge-base describing
the hearer of some property of an object.  In (McKeown,objects of the domain.  Instead, the decisions must be
1985) and (Appelt, 1985) for example, adjectives are usedbased on the speaker’s goals, a hearer model and the object
to perform inform speech-acts. In this case, the generator
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simply maps from the information in the knowledge-base (McKeown & Elhadad, 1991, Elhadad & McKeown,
describing the object to an adjective denoting the property 1990). We identified a set of pragmatic features necessary
being attributed.  Note that in KAMP (Appelt, 1985), the to distinguish between these connectives, including ar-
notion of action subsumption was introduced to account for gumentative features.  In this paper, we refine this work
cases where a particular noun-phrase simultaneously and identify features to adequately select a certain class of
served as a referring and attributive expression and the adjectives.
adjective was selected both because of its contrastive value
and of its informative value. The Problem: Data and Motivation

Other works have studied usages that are neither attribu- Originally, our task was to extend the linguistic coverage
tive nor referential in the sense discussed above.  With of the generator for the explanation component of the
PAULINE, Hovy (Hovy, 1988) discussed the use of adjec- ADVISOR expert system to select adjectives based on
tives to satisfy pragmatic constraints.  For example, the general principles. ADVISOR is a system that assists univer-
generator could produce a sentence like poor John was sity students select courses and plan their semester
severely beaten by the police where poor does not denote (McKeown, 1988).
any information about John but rather expresses the orien- We performed an analysis of a corpus of 40,000 words
tation of the speaker.  Hovy covered many different lin- containing transcripts of recordings of advising sessions
guistic devices satisfying pragmatic constraints and as a with human academic advisors. In this corpus, we iden-
result provides only a very superficial treatment of adjec- tified approximately 700 occurrences of 150 distinct adjec-
tive selection (he devotes a single paragraph to its discus- tives. We focused our analysis on all occurrences of adjec-
sion). tives modifying a course, in both predicative and attribu-

In (Bruxelles et al, 1989) and (Bruxelles & Raccah, tive positions.  We found 69 such occurrences, of 26 dis-
1991), a model for describing the argumentative potential tinct adjectives.  Figure 1 shows a break down of these
of lexical items is introduced.  This model aims at explain- occurrences in semantic classes.
ing how adjectives like courageous express both a property
of the modified object and an argumentative orientation of Of the 69 occurrences listed in Figure 1, 58 express a
the speaker (a favorable evaluation of the object), whereas property of a course that one cannot reasonably expect to
adjectives like intrepid or bold while conveying roughly find in the knowledge-base describing courses.  For ex-
the same information also convey a different orientation. ample, it is problematic to describe a course as good or
The reported work is still at early stages and is oriented hard in absolute terms.  For most of the occurrences there-
towards interpretation.  We use here many concepts fore, the technique of mapping from a semantic property in
derived from this work and examine its implications on the knowledge-base to an adjective, as used in previous
generation. generation systems to produce attributive noun-phrases,

In earlier work, we have studied the problem of generat- would not be applicable.  Most of the usages of adjectives
ing certain connectives like but, although, because or since in the corpus correspond to an argumentative usage.  For

Semantic class Adjective Occurrences Semantic class Adjective Occurrences

Difficulty [24] advanced 1 Importance [24] important 10

basic 1 needed 1

challenging 1 recommended 5

difficult 4 required 5

easy 5 suggested 1

hard 11 useful 1

high-level 1 valuable 1

Domain [8] mathematical 2 Evaluative [10] interesting 4

programming 4 perfect 1

theory 1 good 5

computing 1 Misc [3] traditional 1

new 1

interdisciplinary 1

Figure 1: Adjectives modifying courses in corpus



example, the advisor qualifies a course as hard when he on the object being modified (a small elephant is a big
wants to discourage a student from taking it.  The selection animal) whereas absolute adjectives keep the same denota-
of hard in this context is related to the underlying goal of tion for all objects they modify (a red box is as red as a red
the advisor in addition to the objective properties of the book). For relative adjectives, an evaluation norm needs to
course and to the level of the student as evaluated by the be identified. This norm can be explicitly stated as in Data
advisor (the same course is not hard for all students). Structures is the hardest of the undergrad courses or this

course would be perfect for you. But it can also be left
implicit as in this course is fairly advanced where theWhat Information is Needed
evaluation norm determining what is advanced depends onto Choose an Adjective
the model the speaker has of the student.  In the ADVISORWe therefore cannot expect the input to the surface gener-
domain, we have found that relative adjectives depend notator to simply be attribute the property P to a course if we
only on the object being modified (a good course is notwant to be able to generate adjectives in argumentative
good in the same sense as a good meal) but also depend oncontexts. We examine in this section what information
a model of the hearer: a challenging course for an under-needs to be provided to a generator to adequately select an
grad could be easy for a graduate student, a programmingadjective in such contexts.
project could be very difficult for a student lacking pro-Consider the difference between the adjectives hard and
gramming experience.difficult. In our corpus, hard was consistently used in con-

texts where the advisor was discouraging the student from
2 A Formal Representation for Argumentative Intenttaking a course, as in the following examples:

We need a way to represent the argumentative orientation
of a speaker in a way that captures both its scalar natureData Structure is probably the hardest course and
and its relativity.  We now present a representation usingyou would want to make sure that you could handle it.
the FUG notation that satisfies these requirements

There is no law against taking Data Structures with-
Notation: The notation used is that of functionalout having ...  [pause] but it is a very hard course.
descriptions (FDs) used in Functional Unification Gram-
mars (FUGs) (Kay, 1979, Elhadad, 1990a).  Figures 2 and 3In contrast, difficult was used in more neutral contexts,
illustrate the notation.  Each attribute in a complex FD canwhere the advisor did not commit to a particular evaluation
be described by an embedded FD. In the pair (focus {aoof the course:
scope attribute}), the {} notation indicates that
focus is a pointer to the value of the attribute of theI really can’t tell you how difficult or easy they are.
scope of the ao in the FD. When such a pointer is used,
the two attributes actually share a unique value.  The catI think they’re both at the same level and I don’t think
attribute identifies the type of the denoted objects.  Notethere’s much difference in terms of what’s easier and
that FUF, the version of FUG we have developed is typedmore difficult.
(Elhadad, 1990b) and values like course and student
are actually part of a type lattice. For example,Hard and difficult convey a very similar information on the
undergrad-student is a specialization of the typecourse. However, hard is argumentatively marked, while
student.difficult is neutral.  If we want our generator to be capable

of distinguishing between these two adjectives, we need to
provide the argumentative intent of the speaker in the in- Input specifying the argumentation for
put. AI is hard (for a course)

The description of this intent needs to be scalar and (...
;; Arg orientation of the utterancerelative to a background. Adjectives in argumentative
(aousages are used in comparative constructs and with inten-
((scopesifiers. These factors point to the scalar nature of the

((process-type attributive)
argumentative moves realized by adjectives.  We therefore (carrier ((cat course)
use a notion of scale in our representation of the argumen- (name AI)))
tative intent of the speaker (cf (McKeown & Elhadad, (attribute nil)))

(focus {ao scope attribute})1991, Elhadad & McKeown, 1990) for details on scales).
(scale difficulty)In addition, many linguists have distinguished between
(orientation +)absolute and relative adjectives (Bartsch, 1989, Huebler,
(reference-variable

1983, p.37).  The meaning of relative adjectives depends ((constraint {ao scope carrier})
(range ((cat course))))))))

Figure 2: Input with argumentative specifications
2All examples in the paper are taken from our corpus unless otherwise

mentioned.



An argumentative orientation (AO) is a representation in
Input for AI is hard for an undergradintension of a partially ordered set of propositions.  We use
(...6 features to represent an AO. Intuitively, the AO specifies
(aothat a certain proposition is a stronger argument for a cer-
((scopetain class of conclusions than all the propositions defined ((process-type attributive)

in this set.  A logical notation for the set denoted by Figure (carrier ((cat course)
2 is: (name AI)))

(attribute nil)))
AO={attributive(C,A)|A ∈ Scale−difficulty ∧ C ∈ Courses} (focus {ao scope attribute})

(scale difficulty)where Scale−difficulty denotes the set of all degrees on the
(orientation +)scale of difficulty and Courses denotes the set of all
(reference-variablecourses. In our notation, the pattern common to all ele- ((constraint {ao scope carrier})

ments of the set AO is represented by the scope feature. (range {ao reference-set medium})))
The elements of the set AO are ordered by first projecting (reference-set

((process-type action)each proposition on the role pointed to by the focus fea-
(process take)ture. Intuitively, the notion of focus is best illustrated by
(agent ((cat undergrad-student)))comparing the sentences: even John came and John even
(medium ((cat course))))))))came. In the first one, John is the focus of the argument,
Figure 3: AO relative to the user-modelwhereas in the second one came is the focus.  The projec-

tions are degrees of the set denoted by the scale feature
and the orientation feature indicates what ordering
relation is used to compare them.  This technique of com- lexical representation we use for adjectives.
paring complex propositions is similar to the techniques In general adjectives can occur in either attributive or
used in (Cresswell, 1976) and (Kay, 1987). predicative position (Quirk et al, 1972, p.231).  Certain
The role of the last two features reference-variable adjectives however can only be used in predicative position

and reference-set is to constrain the range of the vari- (e.g., mere), only in attributive position or can have a dif-
able C in a way similar to how the focus variable A is ferent meaning if used in predicative or attributive

3constrained by the quantification over the scale. For ex- position. Such properties need to be encoded in the lex-
ample, Figure 3 can be represented by the following logical icon.
formula: In (Bolinger, 1972, p.21), Bolinger distinguishes between

degree and non-degree adjectives. In our domain, requiredAO={attributive(C,A)|A ∈ Scale−difficulty ∧ C ∈ Ref}
is an example of non-degree adjective (there is an officialRef={X|∃ S, undergrad-student(S) ∧ take(S,X)}
legal definition of what a required course is for the major),

Intuitively, we limit the values of the carrier of the whereas important, hard or interesting are all degree adjec-
scope to be within the range of courses that tives. Non-degree adjectives cannot be used with inten-
undergrad-students can take.  The AO specification sifiers like very and cannot be used in comparative forms.
can therefore be read as AI is hard compared to the courses This lexical classification limits the range of adjectives
that undergrad students take. The input specification in capable of being used for argumentative purposes.
Figure 3 can be derived from the simpler one in Figure 2 Using different terms, linguists in (Givon, 1970),
by the addition of information from a user model. (Rusiecki, 1985, p.13 ff) and (Huebler, 1983, p.38) have

distinguished between marked and neutral adjectives. In
This formalism is general enough to capture the relativity our domain, this distinction is illustrated by the difference
of argumentation both in terms of the object being between hard and difficult. Note however that while
modified and in terms of information found in a user- difficult tends to be used as a neutral adjective, it can be
model. We refer the reader to (Elhadad, 1990c) for a dis- marked if it is intensified (like in it is a very difficult class).
cussion of the semantics of scales and how they capture the This lexical property distinguishes among adjectives con-
scalar nature of argumentation. veying the same information those that can be used to con-

vey an argumentative meaning.
Lexical Representation of Adjectives Certain adjectives can be presented as absolute in surface.

For example, interesting was consistently used in our cor-In the previous section, we have identified the information
pus without any qualification or complement:needed in the input in order to select an adjective and we

have presented a representation for this information.  We
What is that course? It looked very interestingnow turn to the information that needs to be present in the

lexicon to describe adjectives. Linguistic studies have
identified many different classes of adjectives, based on
their semantic or syntactic behavior.  We focus on lexical
properties that constrain how adjectives can be used to 3For example old in an old friend is the opposite of new, whereas in My
convey an argumentative meaning and show the type of friend is old it is the opposite of young.



It would be an interesting course.  I mean, I think
((cat adjective)Mathematical Logic is pretty [pause] interesting.
(lex "hard")
;; Compatible semantic classesIn contrast, good was always used with a complement ex-
;; that can be modified

plicitly relativizing its meaning: (object ((alt (((cat course))
((cat material))

So that might be a good class for you to take next ((cat liquor))
...))))semester if you take AI this semester.

;; Depending on semantic class ofIf you’re good at math - that might be a good course
;; object, semantic scale triggered

to take. ;; by the adjective
(alt (

Note that this distinction is only at the surface: there is ((object ((cat course)))
(ao ((scale difficulty)good reason to consider interesting as a relative adjective

(orientation +))))in the semantic sense introduced above and many seman-
((object ((cat material)))tically relative adjectives do not require or prohibit an ex-
(ao ((scale pressure-resilience)plicit complement at the surface.  This property of good (orientation +))))

and interesting is therefore unpredictable from their ...))
semantics. But it constrains the way these adjectives can

;; No collocation constraintsbe used.
;; on intensifier: use defaultAt the semantic level, the lexicon specifies the mapping
(intensifier nil)from semantic scales to the adjectives that can express

them. In addition, it specifies what objects can be (degree yes)
modified by what scales. (marked yes)

Similar to these selection restrictions but at the lexical (relative yes)
(require-complement no)level, lexical affinities or collocations (Smadja, 1991) can

constrain what words can be used along with adjectives.
;; can be used both in predicativeFor example, a course can be strongly recommended or
;; and attributive positionvery important (Bolinger, 1972, pp21-57).  The choice of (predicative yes)

the intensifier is constrained by the adjective.  Such lexical (attributive yes))
affinities need to be captured in the lexicon for the adjec-

Figure 4: Fragment of the lexicontives to be properly used.
Figure 4 shows an example of lexical entry for the adjec-

tive hard. We do not discuss here how all lexical entries
are organized and indexed into a large lexicon.  For the In these two sentences, the verb lexically carries an ar-
semantic section of this entry, the object feature contains gumentative evaluation of its object.  In these cases, there
the semantic class of the object being modified.  The alt is no need to use an adjective, a semantically rich verb can
construct (the disjunction operator in FUG) lists the seman- express both the information that the course was taken and
tic classes compatible with the adjective.  For each type of the speaker’s evaluation of the course.
object, the argumentative scale triggered by hard is dif- In contrast, consider the following example where the
ferent. For hard, the Webster dictionary lists 13 different advisor is asked what course follows Introduction in the
meanings corresponding roughly to different scales.  This curriculum:
semantic description needs to be adapted to different
domains. Data structures follows Intro, and it is a very difficult

course.
Interaction with other Surface Decisions

Since there is no verb that can express both the notion ofThe selection of adjectives is only one of many choices
succession and the evaluation of the course, the generatormade when generating a clause.  We discuss in this section
must resort to using an adjective in this case.some syntactic factors that determine whether to use an

These examples illustrate how the argumentative orien-adjective at all to satisfy an argumentative intent and con-
tation constraint specified in the input can be realized atstrain what adjective can be used when necessary.
different levels in the syntactic structure of the clause.Consider the following examples:
This explains why we represent the AO feature in the input
as a top level feature and not embedded under the descrip-I struggled with AI. (I took AI + I found AI hard.)
tion of the object it modifies.  The non-locality of the ar-
gumentative constraint presents interesting challenges to aI enjoyed AI.  (I took AI + I found AI interesting.)
text generator in terms of control.  We explain in (Elhadad
& Robin, 1991) how FUF has been extended to handle this



type of choice. of 40,000 words, and derived a characterization of 26 dis-
The decision of using an adjective also interacts with the tinct adjectives in our domain.  In order to extend the

choice of the head of the noun phrase being modified.  For coverage of our system, we plan on analyzing larger cor-
example, proper nouns cannot be pre-modified by adjec- pora.
tives, and require the grammar to choose either a relative The model we have presented is partially implemented
clause, an apposition or a predicative construct.  The deci- in the explanation component of the ADVISOR expert sys-
sion to use the adjective in predicative or attributive posi- tem, using FUF, our implementation of FUGs. We are cur-
tion also depends on the lexical properties of the adjective. rently pursuing this implementation in several directions.

Finally, the decision to explicitly express the relativity A deep generator is being developed to produce the inputs
of the adjectival modification (does the generator produce we have described, taking a user model into account.  We
AI is hard or AI is hard for an undergrad course) depends are investigating circumstances under which intensifiers
on what information is encoded in the reference are used and what pragmatic effects are produced when a
variable and reference-set features and the lexical complement is added to an adjective (a construct like hard
properties of the adjective (whether it requires a comple- for an undergrad presupposes something about under-
ment and what forms of complements it can support). grads).
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